A PACT FOR A NEW STYLE OF GOVERNANCE FOR CITIES BEGINS: ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AT THE HEART OF DEMOCRACY

The conference "Co-Governance, co-responsibility in cities today" ended with a document putting forward to both citizens and public administrators the practice of participation and networking among citizens, stakeholders and cities.

"Politics is the love of loves that brings together the richness of people and groups in the unity of a shared project, allowing everyone to fulfil their vocation freely"(1). These challenging words of Chiara Lubich, founder of the Focolare, resounded at the end of the "Co-Governance, co-responsibility in the cities today", conference dedicated to participatory governance of cities promoted by the New Humanity Movement, the Movement for Politics and Policy for Unity and the Association of Cities for Fraternity, all outworkings of the social and political engagement of the Focolare. It was the first event of its kind that in two years time will be replicated in Brazil.

Over 400 public administrators, politicians, business people, academics and citizens from 33 countries participated in the event. The focus of the event was participation, presented in the many forms it can take and illustrated through stories and good practice shared by over 60 experts in the fields of town planning, communications, services, economics, politics and the environment.

"We are convinced that participation is a strategic choice, the best way to live well within cities - explained Lucia Fronza Crepaz, a former member of the Italian parliament and educator at the "School for Social Engagement" in Trent and member of the central committee of the event. "Participation is not seen as replacing procedures enabling representation, but is chosen as an effective way of addressing complex problems and thus strengthening the concept of democratic delegation".

The "Pact for a new Governance": networked cities

The outcome of the event was the approval and signing of the "Pact for a new Governance" with which the participants committed themselves to engaging the interest of their own communities and public administrations. The document states, "We are convinced that cities can become workshops in which daily interactions among people enable them to pursue peace and justice; where virtuous circles can be triggered by anyone and spread, building up constructive habits of citizenship. Cities can enable true encounters in the context of cultural
diversity leading to a greater capacity for hospitality. Democracy can acquire a new quality through cooperation between politicians, technical experts, competent officials, the knowledge possessed by citizens and the numerous stakeholders. If this approach is consolidated in a great variety of effective practices, it can become a system and project itself on a global level”.

The 400 signatories to the pact committed themselves to form three networks to bring diversity together and respond to the complexity of reality. They are networks of citizens: "People who live in the city while having different roles and tasks, but inspired by the same sense of responsibility"; networks of people working in particular sectors, forming groups in professional and economic spheres, the voluntary sector, faith communities, academia and universities, communications, etc.”; networks among cities themselves: "... that aim to engage citizens actively and collaboratively first by creating platforms that are accessible to all and easy to use. They will cooperate by overcoming particular interests and prejudices that undermine trust, which is an indispensable foundation for building a network. They aim to share programs and information, human and material resources, but also failures and problematic experiences, to help each other and open new prospects and ways of collaborating. They wish to be recognized as significant stakeholders within international and transnational organizations and institutions, so as to integrate government representation with the voices of peoples ”.

Attached the full text of the "Pact for a new Governance":
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